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Coursc Tiblc: Dynamics

Time: 2 hours
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Mid-term 1 I 2016-2017

Note: AII problems are evenly weighted, answer four only,
Q1: TWo boats leave the pier P at the same time and travel in the directions shown. If ze : 40

ftfs and rs: 30 ft/s, determine the velocity of boat A relative to boat B. How long after leaving

the pier will the boats be 1500 ft apart?

Q2: If block A of the pulley system is moving downward at 6 ft/s while block C is moving down

at 18 ft/s, determine the relative velocity of block B with respect to C.

Q3: Show that the girl at A can throw the ball to the boy at B by launching it at equal angles

measuredupordownfroma45"inclination.Ifun:10m/s,determinetherangeRifthisvalue
is 15', i.e., : 45" - 15" : 30' and 02:45" + 15" : 60'. Assume the ball is caught at the sarne

elevation from which it is thrown.

Q4: When I : 0, the train has a speed of 8 mf s, and t|'e
velocity is given as o : 0.5t + 8. Determine the magnitude of
the acceleration of the engine when it reaches point A, at t : 20

s. Here the radius of curvature of the tracks is p - 400 m

Q5: For a short time the bucket of the backhoe traces the path

of the cardioid r : 25(I cos 9) ft. Determine the magnitudes

of the velocity and acceleration of the bucket when I - 120", if
the boom is rotating with an angular velocity of 0 - 2 tadls md
an angular acceleration of 0 :2 radls2 at the instant shown.
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First course exam (first attempt) 2016- 20Il

Note: 1) Answer all the questions

2)Allow using tqbles
QI/ stean is the working fluid in an ideal Rankjne cycle. Saturated vapor enters the turbine at
8 0MPa and salurated riquid exits the condenser a1 a pressure of 0.00g Mpa. The net poweroutput of
the cycle is 100 MW. Detennine for the cycre (a) the thermal efficie'cy, (b) ilre back work ratio,
(c)The mass flow rate of the steam, in kg/h, (d) the rale of heat transfer into the working fluid as it
passes througir the boiler', rn MW, (e) the rate of heat transfer, from the condensing steam as rt passes

.^ through the oondenser., in MW. (30M)

Q2/ Answer FIVE onty. (ISM)
l) A syste;l undergoes a process between two fixed states first in a reversible rnanner and then in
an irreversible manner. For which case is the entropy change greater? Why?
2) Is it possible to creale entropy? Is it possible to destroy it?
3) Does a cycle for which f 6 Q ) 0 vrolale thc Clausius inequality? Why?
.1) \\:hen is the 1,low through a control volume steady?

5) \\'hat is flow energy? Do fluids at rest possess any flow energy?
6) Define the coefficie't of performance ofa heal pump in words. car it be greater than unity?
7) corrpare two domestic heat pumps (A and B) running with the same work input. If A is better
than B. u,hich one provides more heat?

$J Q3/ A tanJr having a volume of (0.g5 m3y initialy contains waler as a two_phase liquid_vapor
mixture at (260"c) ancl a quality of (0 7). saturated water vapor at (260ac) is slowly withdrawn
through a pressure-t egulating valve at the top of the tank as energy is lransferred by heat to maintain
the plessure constant in the tanft. This continues until the tank is filled wilh saluratecl vapor at (260,c).
Determine the amount of heat lransfer, in kJ. Neglect all kinetic and potential energy ettects. (30M)
Q4/ A mass of I kg of air contained in a cyrinder. at r.5 Mpa, 1000 K expands in a reversible
isothermal process to a volume 10 times larger. calculate the heat transfer during the process and the
change of entropy of the air. (2SM)

Basil Noori Merzha
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Ql/N A direct extrusion operation produces the cross section shown in Figure below(d) from
an aluminun billet whose diameter : 150 mm and length : 900 mm. The flow curue
parameters for the aluminllm are K: 240 MPa and n: 0.16.In the Johnson strain equation, a :
0'8 and b = 15. Determine (a) the extrusion ratio, (b) the shape factor, (c) the force required to
drive the ram forward during extrusion at the point in the process when the billet length
remaining in the container : 850 mm, and (d) the length of the extruded sectron at the end of
the operation if the voiume of the butt ieft in the container is 600.000 mmr. tlsMl

rt

O1/B/ Mention with drawing the step of shrinkage of a cylinclrical casting during soliclification
and cooling. 

tf QMl

QZU A continuous hot rolling mill has two stancls. Thickness of the startrng plate: 25 mm
and width - 300 rnm. Final thickness is to be 13 mm. Roll radius at each stand : 250 mm.
Rotational speed at the first stand : 20 revlmin. Equal drafts of 6 mm are to be taken at each

1)nd. The plate is wide enough relative to its thickness that no increase in width occurs. Under
the assumption that the forward slip is equal at each stand,, determine (a) speed v. at each stand,
and (b) forward slip s (c) Also, determine the exiting speeds at each rolling stand, if the
entering speed at the first stand: 26 mlmin.

Q2lBl Explain The basic oxygen fumace with drawing the BoF sequence
cycle?

usMI

during processing

[10M]

03 / A/ Explain with drawing the btast furnace and mention the most important reaction?

[20 M]
Q3 I Bl A hot upset forging operation is performed in an open die" The initial size of the wor.k
part is: Do = 25 mm, and ho - 50 mm. The parl is upset to a diameter : 50 mm. The work metal
at this elevated temperattre yields at 85 MPa (.n : 0). Coefficient of friction at the die-work
interface : 0.40 Determine (a) fina1 height of the part, and (b) maximum force in the operation.

IsM]
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O4lA/ Point to the drawing details illustrated below:
1. Sand castins mold.

usMl

2. Induction furnace

3. Cold chamber casting

Q4lB/ Wire stock of initial diameter : 0 .125 in is drawn through two dies each providin g a 0 .20
area reduction. The starting metal has a strength coefficient : 40,000 lbhn2 and a strain
hardening exponent:0.15. Each die has an entrance angle of 12o, and the coefficient of
friction at the work-die interface is estimated to be 0.10. The motors driving the capstans at the
die exits can each deliver 1.50 hp at90Yo efficiency. Determine the maximum possible speed of
the wire as it exits the second die. [10M]
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Ist Tenn Exam 201 6-2017
Class/ Second

Time/ 2 hours

Ql/ Answer five of the following:-
Create matrix as

[3
^- l')-1"

1- replace the first number with 1 5

2- add third row equal to {6,12,8,4}
3- find the matrix determinant
4- delete the even column of matrix c

5- find transpose of matrix c

6- find matrix dimension

764141rl

Q2l Write a program in GUI to enter two numbers and find ( sum , subtract, multiply) by

using check box v, e

Q3/ Alswer one of the following:-
a- Write a program in MATLAB to enter any number and check it, if it is odd find

factorial and if even find square of the number'

b- write a program using GUI to enter three function (sine(t) ,cosine(t), exponential(t))

using pop-up menu and draw the function select in axes?

*,Q4/Plotthe functions!- 
1- Xl=3+6 cos(t) in first location with color is yellow

2- y1:-2+9 sin(t) in second location with color is blue

3- x2:7+2 cosft\ in third location with color is green

4- y2: 8+6 sin(t) in fourth location with color is biach

In the interval 0<t<2n and step is (n/10)

use the subplot command to display Two dimension Graphics to these functions on four

windows on the same graPh.

Good Luck

Rusul Sabah

Head of Dept

Dr. Assaad Al SahlaniaL',zL)
n I zt | )
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Q1: An aircraft has a wing area of (S-20m2) the aircraft travel's with Mach number

(MI:I.2) at an altitude of (10 km) with lift coefficient of (CL:0.8), suddenly the

aircraft face a snow storm, then the pilot decided to increase elevation of aircraft to

an altitude of (12.5 km) by raise the lift coefficient to maximum value

(Clmax:1. 1 5), but keep the same speed (V2:V1 ). Determine the following:-

1- Speed of aircraft in km/hr. and Mach number at (12.5 km).
2- Lift force at (10 km) altitude.
3- Lift force ar(12'5 km) altitude

Q2: Give the names of the following items: (25 M)

A,

A- For the secondary/Auxi1iary flight control surfaces, speci$, the location and

function of the following items: Flaps, Spoilers, Slats, Slots and aileron.

(15 M)

B- Sketch the aircraft. wing profile and give the name for the primary contents'
(5 M)

c- what is the relationship between an angle of attack and a lift/drag forces for plain

airfoil? Graph it.

tj rurl

Q4: Small airplane flying at sea 1evel (holding flight) at (L/D)max. The thrust required

to perform such flight is (T:2000 N). The elliptical loading wing area is (S:20

^i), t"to lift drag coefficient is (CDo: 0.02) and aspect ratio is (AR:a)'
Determine the airPlane weight'
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Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research
. Al-Furat Al-Awsat Technical University
Tech, Eng. College - Najaf/Aeronautical Tech. Eng, Dept,

semester examination 2015-2017

Subject: Fluid Class: 2" year

Time:2 hours Datet | | 2017

Notes// 7, Pleose read the questions carelully, 2, Answer dll question

Ql:a) Determine the mass of air in a 2m3 tartl< if the air is at roorn tempetature, 20
oC. and the absolute pressure within the tanh is 200 kPa. (10 Degree)

Ql:b) Determine the speed of sound at 20 oC in (a) air, (b) helium and (c) natural
gas. Express your answer in m/s. (15 Degree)

Fiuid K (ratio ofspecific heats) r-r R (gas constant) J/Kg.K
a1r 1.4 286.9

helium 1.66 2077

natural gas 1.3r 518.3

Q2:a) A closed, 5m-ta11 tank as shown in Figure 2 is fi1led with water to a depth of
4 m. The top portion of the tank is fi1led with air which, as indicated by a

pressure gage at the top of the tan-k, is at a pressure of 20 kPa. Determine the
pressure that the water exerts on the bottom of the tank. Also calculate the
pressure at point I and2.

(25 Degree)

Figure 2



Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research, AI-Furat Al-Awsat Technical University
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2, Answer all question

Q3: The 4-m-diameter circular gate of Figure 3 is located in the inclined wall of a
large reservoircontaining water The gate is mounted on a shaft along its horizontal
diameter, and the water depth is i0 m above the shaft. (25 Degree)

ri1

3

ues!vre

kl

nr)

Figure 3

Q4:.water flows through the pipe contraction shown in Figure 4. For the giveno.2-
m difference in manometer level, dete nine the flow rate (e) as a funciion of the
diameter of the small pipe, D. (25 Degree)

--.'-
p@-. uanai HarfKadhum

The Examiner

'!

Figure 4
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Note: Endea.gor All Qucdfion:

Group (A): Mechanics of Materials Conceplions

Ql: Briefly representing the following cases conceptions:

(1) Siudy the solid body section in mechanic systems.

(2) Normal and tangent cross sectional area.

(3) Failure shear stress and allowable shear stress relation.

(4) Supply angle with shear stress element.

(5) Lateral deformation to longitudinal deformation.

Q2: Based on Saint-Venant's principle, derivative the segment deflection.

Dsp, : Acronaufical Eng, Tcchniqucs,

Glade Lcrcl: 2nd.
Trchnical collcgc Exglncclilg - A[ntrial 

c)bject: strength irl.l\{R(cricls.

Exam Tihe: 2 houls.
:i: +: * +,! *:l:+r:* + + ** * *+** + ++* * tr *+ ** +* **t.t:+** {<* *:kit.+*** ++++ *+*,!* + * + + * * ++ +:i + 4: ** rr+ * +r.*+*x* *

Figurc (l) Three disks assembly

(20 Marks)

(10 Marks)

(10 Marks)

(80 Marks)

(30 Marks)

the principal stress

(c) the orientation

(3 0 l\{arks)

Group (B): Meckanics of l{aterials Problems

Ql: The assembly consists of three disks l, .8,

figure (l) that are used to support the load

and

of

C in the

140 kN.

Detennine the smallest diatneter (dr) of the top disk, the

diameter (d.) wjthin the supporf spacc, and the diameter (d3) of
tbe hole in the bottom d.isk. The allowable stress for the material

rs 6ay6y, = 350 MPa and allowable shear stress is r o11o* = !25
MPa.

Q2: The state of stresses is r.cfenilg to in figure (2) on the element. Deternrine (a)

and (b) the maximum in-plane shear stress and average nomral stress at the point

ofthe element in each case. Sketch the resr,rlts on each elernent.

1t*t nlr'tl

Figure (2) Rotating element

r
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t+r tX
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Objectr Stcngth of Materials.
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Q3: The Aluminum bleck in frgure (3) has a lectangular cross ;eetjbn and is subjeoted to a1 axial
compressive force of 8 kip. If the (1.5 in) side bhanged its length to (1.500132 in.), deternune
Poisson's ratio and the new length of the (2 in) side. Take the young's modules elasticity of
Aluminum block is (Ear = 10 x 103) ksi. (20 Marks)

Figure (3) Aluminum block
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